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Rise in Excellence, this is DjaDja Madjay with 331 Wellness Strategies, we create organic systems  
for your organic system. As a massage practice we do not HACK the body’s ability to heal, we  

simply REMIND your consciousness about the body’s ability to heal.   

  
I am sure you have heard that patience is a virtue, and on the surface yes, it resonates…however, what  

if you thought about it in this following way:  
The ability to be light (concerning density or weight) in your mind, allows the events in life  
(coming in the form of light, sound, air pressure and organisms) contacting the surface of your body
  
(seeping into your tissues then thoughts) palpable to navigate and distribute throughout your body  

or OUT of your body.  

  
What am I talking about? Remember I write Afrofuturistic stories, so my perception has its own  

world…anyways…  
What I am alluding to is the ability to heal, restore, repair and re-calibrate our bodies and its  

relationship with being patient in our lives.   

  

Let us see when the word patience was first uttered as a growing universal idea and its definition:  

  

patience (n.)  
c. 1200, patience, "quality of being willing to bear adversities, calm endurance of misfortune,  
suffering, etc.," from Old French patience "patience; sufferance, permission" (12c.) and directly from  
Latin patientia "the quality of suffering or enduring; submission," also "indulgence, leniency;  
humility; submissiveness; submission to lust;" literally "quality of suffering." It is an abstract noun  
formed from the adjective patientem (nominative patiens) "bearing, supporting; suffering, enduring,  
permitting; tolerant," but also "firm, unyielding, hard," used of persons as well as of navigable  
rivers, present participle of pati "to endure, undergo, experience," which is of uncertain origin. –  

https://www.etymonline.com/word/patience   

  
Basically, the ability to endure your experience of what you are feeling in the moment. Feeling  
literally makes up our whole physical existence since, our senses are all about touch. So literally  
there is only one sense touch or contact. Whether its light, sound, or chemicals, contact with these  
elements shapes our world as we register our experience through receptors in our skin, eyes, hair,  

ears, lips, tongue, and nose.   
Our personal journeys have given us experience about what is integrally restorative and abrasive to u
s  
whether its foods, people, environment and/or our current thoughts at that moment. Sometimes we
  
need to restore our bodies from the experiences of the day, and we find it difficult to be patient in  

the process.   

  

Before we go any further, let us check out the word virtue:  



  

virtue (n.)   

  
c. 1200, vertu, "moral life and conduct; a particular moral excellence," from Anglo-French and Old  
French vertu "force, strength, vigor; moral strength; qualities, abilities" (10c. in Old French), from  
Latin virtutem (nominative virtus) "moral strength, high character, goodness; manliness; valor,  

bravery, courage (in war); excellence, worth," from vir "man" (from PIE root *wi-ro-

 "man").   

- https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=virtue   

  

  
Basically, knowing your threshold for rational thinking, eating, speaking, and engaging your  
muscles. A particular moral of excellence is the spirit of Maat and ties in with ‘Knowing thyself.’  
Knowing thyself extends to all the components of your being from emotional behaviors to spiritual  
inclinations. Keeping an eye (first eye or third eye whichever way works for you) on your entire  
being and adjusting as needed is a great personal virtue. There has been reference to some lizards  
having an eye-like structure on the tops of their heads whose nervous track directly plugs into the  
pineal gland. This means there would be another ‘hole’ at the top of the skull that receives sunlight  
directly if the head is held upright, and I gather its more concentrated between 10-1pm. In any  
case, this structure is still present in humans except we do not have the opening at the top of the  
head…anymore.  

 

…that is another story…  

  

Now, when we combine:   

the ability to endure your experience of what you are feeling in the moment.  

AND  

knowing your threshold for rational thinking, eating, speaking, and engaging your muscles  

…then Patience is a virtue…we have a little mental alchemy going that could help with healing.  

  

And having said that let us look at some things that patience can help with.   
Throughout our lives, we have many adjustments of our health which for the most part may be  

uncomfortable. Meaning in the body’s function to restore MA’AT, we may experience discomfort.   

  

In the case of a fever, you may feel restless and aggravated…  

In the case of a stomachache, you may feel unnurtured, weak and in sharp pain…  

In the case of a headache, you may feel restless, aggravated and in sharp pain…  

  
Of course, in all these conditions, you are experiencing the body attempting to reconcile shifts in  
energy and stagnation, which can be uncomfortable. Some individuals seek to shut-off the report of  
the work (healing) taking place by turning off the reception of pain through natural and/or  
inorganic means. To some degree this can cause the situation to escalate or create a need to seek  



outside products to help neutralize the feelings.  

  
Remember your body makes adaptions to its natural processes and so do you mentally. I am all for  
using tools of health to help our minds be patient in the healing process versus the tools doing all  
the work. For instance, you may put a cool cloth on a person’s forehead during mild fevers to help  
with their comfort. However, the fever still must take its natural course unless it escalates without  

recession.  
To draw the attention away from stomachaches, you may place a heating pad on the stomach to help
  
a person feel a sense of steady nurturing energy that is calming. You may dim the lights, play soft  
music, place a small roll under the neck, and have the person lie down and do gentle breathing in  

the case of a headache.  

  
Of course, there are many things that resolve fevers, stomachaches, and headaches immediately,  
however, it may not prevent their returns. In the case of a person practicing patience (minimized  
movement and deep abdominal breathing) in each of the conditions (basically waiting until the  
processes have finished their courses), they may have improved tolerance, insight and lessening of  

the occurrences.   

Why?   

Well, one key factor, REST AND DIGEST.   
Mostly all the drugs and other aids we use is to get us to reach a state of rest and digest, and this is  
where HEALING takes place. So, the body is making its journey to that place as it goes through its  

natural processes.   

  
Take insomnia for instance, something that has several factors and a trail of behaviors. Now I am  
not a doctor or a physician, so I am basically using what I know and have experienced to illustrate  

these points, please do your own research.  
Insomnia is the inability to get to sleep in a timely fashion or just the inability to sleep. So basically,  
a person may be in a state of sympathetic dominance, which does the opposite of REST AND  

DIGEST.  

It can:  

Shut off the digestive system  

Release cortisol/adrenaline into the bloodstream  

Release glycogen in the bloodstream  

Firing off associated images of discomfort  

Activate shallow breathing   

  

All these factors do not make you feel like sleepy time.  

  
And every time I think about this condition, my immediate response is the tell the person to  
practice waiting for sleep to come while all those things mentioned above are taking place. Literally  

lie on your back (if possible), close your eyes, and breathe…and wait.  
A person will begin to feel where each of those conditions have their root in their thinking. They  
will feel the activity in the belly, the hormones and sugars coursing in their bloodstream, images in  

their mind that do not HELP and their breathing as if it attempting to escape from them.   
So, first they must marry their thoughts into their breathing and just focus on the rising and  



setting…and the interesting thing, when placing the mind on breathing alone…things start to calm  

down…and SLEEP may follow.   

  

I am going to end this off right here so the inquiry can lead you into KNOWING THYSELF.   
Study the processes of REST/DIGEST and FLIGHT/FIGHT. Look at the causes and cycles of  
these conditions that cause discomfort. You will start to see that some parts of health…is all about  

PATIENCE.   

  
For more information on how I arrived at these conclusions or for information about my massage  

therapy: integratethebody@gmail.com   

  
However, you may feel a resonance with what is spoken about in this article, and you may wish to  

proceed to experience our massage therapy…book here:   

https://www.massagebook.com/biz/331WS   

  

Rise in Excellence,  

DjaDja Madjay  
 


